
Reupert Heating and Air Conditioning Earns Esteemed 2017 Angie’s List 
Super Service Award 

Award reflects company’s consistently high level of customer service 
  
Cincinnati, Ohio – Reupert Heating and Air Conditioning is proud to announce that it has earned the 
home service industry’s coveted Angie’s List Super Service Award (SSA). This award honors service 
professionals who have maintained exceptional service ratings and reviews on Angie’s List in 2017. 
 
“The service providers that receive our Angie’s List Super Service Award demonstrate the level of 
excellence that members have come to expect,” said Angie’s List Founder Angie Hicks. “These pros are 
top-notch and absolutely deserve recognition for the trustworthy and exemplary customer service they 
exhibited in the past year and overall.” 
 
Angie’s List Super Service Award 2017 winners have met strict eligibility requirements, which include 
maintaining an “A” rating in overall grade, recent grade and review period grade. The SSA winners must 
be in good standing with Angie’s List, pass a background check, record a current trade license attestation 
and abide by Angie’s List operational guidelines. 
  
“Reupert Heating and Air Conditioning is very humbled to receive this award. Our dedication to our 
customers is unwavering. Our third generation business owners look forward to providing excellent 
customer service to our many loyal and potential customers.” 
 
Reupert Heating and Air Conditioning has been listed on Angie’s List since 2013. This is the 5th year 
Reupert Heating and Air Conditioning has received this honor. 
 
Service company ratings are updated continually on Angie’s List as new, verified consumer reviews are 
submitted. Companies are graded on an A through F scale in multiple fields ranging from price to 
professionalism to punctuality. 
 
For over two decades Angie’s List has been a trusted name for connecting consumers to top-rated service 
professionals. Angie’s List provides unique tools and support designed to improve the local service 
experience for both consumers and service professionals.  
 
 

### 
  
 

For over two decades, Angie’s List has provided trusted reviews and information to help millions of 
consumers make smart hiring decisions. Angie’s List offers more than 10 million verified reviews in over 
700 service categories, providing its members a credible resource for researching and comparing local 
service providers. Angie’s List is based in Indianapolis, Indiana and is an operating business of ANGI 
Homeservices (NASDAQ:ANGI).  
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